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ABSTRACT 
 The attempt to seal the deal goes something like this, "The ARM design has the best MIPS to Watts 
proportion and also best MIPS to dollars proportion in the business; the littlest CPU kick the bucket estimate; 
all the essential registering capacity combined with low power utilization , all requiring little to no effort." 
This achievement of ARM has settled on it the best decision for Embedded Low-Power Applications. A critical 
factor that adds to making this case genuine is the 16 bit packed guidance set of ARM called Thumb 
Instruction Set because of which projects can be coded significantly more thickly along these lines chopping 
down the equipment measure. Our paper means to make utilization of this streamlined subset of ARM and 
furthermore strike a distinction between 16 bit ARM and 16 bit MIPS regarding their speed and execution. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

       ARM is a group of guidance set models for PC processors dependent on a lessened guidance set[1] 
figuring (RISC) design created by British organization ARM Holdings. The main ARM processor was produced 
at Acorn Computers Limited, of Cambridge, England, between October 1983 and April 1985. Around then, 
and until the point that the arrangement of Advanced RISC Machines Limited(which later was renamed 
essentially ARM Limited) in 1990, ARM represented Acorn RISC Machine. Afterward, after a prudent 
alteration of the abbreviation extension to Advanced RISC Machine, it loaned its name to the organization 
shaped to widen its market past Acorn's item go. In spite of the difference in name, the engineering still 
stays near the first Acorn structure. 
 
II. 16 BIT ARM INSTRUCTION SET DESCRIPTION 
A. Motivation: 
        Despite the fact that, RISC processors give the upsides of a littler bite the dust estimate, ease, 
shorter advancement cycle and a higher execution, they likewise experience the ill effects of the 
disadvantage of having a poor code thickness when contrasted with CISC processors.[6][9] The poor code 
thickness is the aftereffect of having a settled length guidance set. ARM ,being made on the RISC standards, 
additionally has poor code thickness. This drawback is overwhelmed by utilizing the 16 bit packed subset of 
ARM guidance set called the Thumb Instruction Set. Thumb Instructions are 16 bit long and encode the 
usefulness of ARM guidance fifty-fifty the quantity of bits. The usage of such a guidance set would consume 
up less room on FPGA and will likewise fill in as a methods for decreasing the bite the dust size and 
equipment in this manner prompting basic and little plan and furthermore lessening the power 
consumption.[5][7]  
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B. The 16 bit ARM programmer’s model: 
       The Thumb guidance set is a dense condition of the ARM guidance set with aggregate adaptability 
in getting to eight 'Lo' broadly useful registers r0 to r7. r13 to r15 are extraordinary reason registers. r13 is 
utilized as a stack pointer, r14 is utilized as connection enroll and r15 as program counter. r8 to r12 have 
confined access. [3] 
 
CONCLUSION:  
       With the surveys of different kind of controllers and processors in the market, we in this manner 
have arrived at a resolution that the time has come to have a 16 bit proficient controller with higher 
handling capacities like arm v9 processors. Consequently to minimize the expenses and size little, we have 
planned and reenacted the 16 bit arm structure with 36 guidelines effectively on VHDL and iSim test system 
separately. The structure isn't utilizing all highlights of Thumb mode and arm yet has the incredible guidance 
set design that ARM has. 
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